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Immunochemical Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2004

	Immunochemical techniques have been in use for many years with early examples of bacterial strain typing dating back to the 1940s. The basis for the science is the exquisite elegance of the mammalian immune system with its ability to recognize foreign proteins and to manufacture antibody m- ecules that strongly bind to the substances that...
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Building JavaScript Games: for Phones, Tablets, and DesktopApress, 2014

	Building JavaScript Games teaches game programming through a series of engaging, arcade-style games that quickly expand your JavaScript and HTML5 skills. JavaScript is in the top ten most-used programming languages world wide, and is the basis for applications that can run in any modern browser, on any device from smart phone to...
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Perfect Phrases for Setting Performance Goals : Hundreds of Ready-to-Use Goals for Any Performance Plan or ReviewMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Set Effective Performance Goals for Your People--Just Look Up the Right Phrase!

In their previously published, top-selling book Perfect Phrases for Performance Reviews, Robert Bacal and Douglas Max described past employee performance. In Perfect Phrases for Setting Performance Goals,...
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Designing Usable Electronic Text (Second Edition)CRC Press, 2004
Designing Usable Electronic Text is without question an important resource to all professionals involved in the field of human-computer interaction and user interface designs.

 - HCI International News, April 2005

[A]n engaging presentation of elements...
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Degunking Microsoft OfficeParaglyph, 2005
Degunking Microsoft Office covers the basics to help you quickly get your PCs back to top performance.  The unique thing about Degunking Microsoft Office is that it's organized according to the special "cleaning" process that will improve the performance of your computer. Shortcut and time calculation charts are provided...
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A+ Certification Study Guide, Fifth Edition (Certification Press)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Get the book that shows you not only what--but how--to study
	100% complete coverage of all official objectives for the A+ Core Hardware and Operating System Technologies exams  
	Exam Readiness checklist at the front of the book--you're ready for the exam when...
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Palm OS ProgrammingPearson Education, 2002
The PalmOS is the most widely-distributed operating system for handheld computers, with tens of millions of devices in use worldwide.  Palm has a thriving developer community, with over 350,000 registered developers and countless hobbyist developers.  The new edition of PalmOS Programming introduces the many updates to the PalmOS operating system...
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Building Social Web Applications: Establishing Community at the Heart of Your SiteO'Reilly, 2009
Building a web application that attracts and retains regular visitors is tricky enough, but creating a social application that encourages visitors to interact with one another requires careful planning. This book provides practical solutions to the tough questions you'll face when building an effective community site -- one that makes visitors feel...
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Transmission Electron Microscopy and Diffractometry of MaterialsSpringer, 2009


	Experimental methods for diffraction and microscopy are pushing the front

	edge of nanoscience and materials science, and important new developments

	are covered in this third edition. For transmission electron microscopy, a remarkable

	recent development has been a practical corrector for the spherical

	aberration of the objective...
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Penetration Testing with PerlPackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of Perl to perform professional penetration testing


	About This Book

	
		Write your own custom information security tools using Perl and object-oriented Perl modules
	
		Apply powerful Perl Regular Expression syntax to finely tune intelligence gathering techniques
	...
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Think Perl 6: How to Think Like a Computer ScientistO'Reilly, 2017

	
		Want to learn how to program and think like a computer scientist? This practical guide gets you started on your programming journey with the help of Perl 6, the younger sister of the popular Perl programming language. Ideal for beginners, this hands-on book includes over 100 exercises with multiple solutions, and more than 1,000 code...
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Integrating PHP Projects with JenkinsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Today's web applications require frequent updates, not just by adding or upgrading features, but by maintaining and improving the software’s existing code base as well. This concise book shows PHP developers how to use Jenkins, the popular continuous integration server, to monitor various aspects of software quality...
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